
All that said, Stuurman’s careful, serious, and intellectually generous readings, as well
as his evident passion for the topic and sense of discovery in writing the book, make it a
pleasure to read. The result is a remarkable and unique achievement that offers great riches,
thought-provoking questions, and an equal sense of discovery to any reader.
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Since the global financial crisis of 2007–8, the history of capitalism has developed as a
new discipline or subdiscipline of its own, that often contrasts itself with economic his-
tory (too much captured by economists) and business history (too obsessed with the form
of the enterprise and often also captured by business schools). There is a demand for an
overview of this new enterprise, and Jürgen Kocka supplies it quite successfully.
Kocka is the preeminent German social historian and would never have been defined

in disciplinary terms as either an economic historian or a business historian, although he
is the author of pathbreaking accounts of the development of modern managerial struc-
tures and more generally of the organization of business or indeed capitalism. His new
book offers an invaluable overview of debates about the definition and history of capital-
ism, with conclusions that are generally well documented, well grounded argumentatively,
and in that sense convincing and authoritative.
He starts with a definition that sees the “basic characteristics” as “decentralization,

commodification, and accumulation” (21). He also sees many elements of capitalistic be-
havior, and outcomes, in societies that are profoundly uncapitalistic—in ancient or pre-
modern rural societies. He also recognizes that a great deal of capitalistic growth in the
breakthrough period when capitalism became ascendant relied on unfree labor: above all
in the vast sugar and tobacco plantations of the colonial era, with slavery in the British
empire until the slave trade became illegal, in the United States until the Civil War, and
in Brazil. And finally, even after the formal abolition of slavery, a great deal of production
depends on informal production practices, family and child labor, prison labor (which he
does not systematically address), and forms of organization that do not recognize a labor
contract or labor as a marketable commodity.
The definition is neatly linked to an elegant short discussion of the three great histor-

ical analysts of capitalism, Karl Marx, Max Weber, and Joseph Schumpeter. For Marx,
the development of wage labor was at the center of the process of creating a capitalist
economy, and he sees the process and the story as being marked by accumulation. Weber
was more interested in the ideas that drove capitalism and emphasized rationality and
calculation—the iron cage of modern rationality—as the central feature of the process.
Schumpeter is famous as an analyst of entrepreneurial action as creative destruction, but
the analytical heart of this construction is credit-driven entrepreneurship. So capital flows
are at the center of his process.
Kocka’s formulation is a clever combination of all three of these central fundamental

insights into capitalism, but he also realizes that the interactions and interrelationships
between accumulation, rationality, and credit creation change over time. All three of the
great pioneer writers on capitalism were also driven analytically by the question of the re-
lationship of capitalism and politics, and had different answers: about the capture of the
state by the bourgeoisie and capitalist interest in the case of Marx; about the similarity of
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state and private forms of discipline for Weber (and Kocka), who note that the army pro-
vided a template for the construction of a complex and disciplined organization that was
necessary when big and often geographically dispersed companies (at first above all rail-
road corporations) were created; and for Schumpeter in his later years about the tendency of
the state and socialism to stifle capitalistic entrepreneurship.
Kocka touches on all these vital debates. Was there a need for an initial accumulation,

primitive capitalist accumulation in Marx’s terminology? Many analysts have noted that
there is a profound mythical element behind the belief that there is an “original sin” in
capitalism. Marx himself noted the parallel to Adam and Eve and the apple; and at the
same time as Marx, his near contemporary Richard Wagner constructed his greatest
work around the original theft that was used to forge the Ring of the Nibelungs. Kocka
is quite dismissive—and rightly so—of the contemporary version of the origin story, that
capitalism would have been impossible without the fortunes accumulated in the slave
trade.
He is also interesting and persuasive about how capitalism changed and became more

civilized in advanced industrial societies. He does not think that this was inherent in the
capitalist dynamic or in technology that made work less backbreaking. Rather, the orga-
nization of labor was a necessary and ultimately stabilizing political response to the bar-
barity of early capitalism.
The most important and intractable question is whether capitalismwas—and maybe as

a separate question is and will be—necessary for the accumulation and growth that could
solve humanity’s great collective problems, including environmental and climate change?
In defining capitalism, Kocka suggested that “change, growth, and expansion are in-
scribed” (21). Does inscribed mean inevitable? In the mid-twentieth century, in the af-
termath of the Great Depression, it did not look as if capitalism was either productive
or sustainable. Socialist planning in particular looked like a more attractive model, and So-
viet economic organization was widely and disastrously imitated in poor countries. Was it
the embrace of the market that turned both China and India from the 1980s into dynamic
societies that provided much higher incomes but also started to pose new problems in re-
lationship to the environment (pollution) and demography (such as gender imbalance as a
consequence of widespread infanticide and elective abortion of females)? Clearly wage in-
comes and civilized capitalism did not develop in the big emerging markets primarily be-
cause of labor organization.
That is why the question of the specific organization of capitalism and of innovation

matters so much. One way of telling the story of the first Industrial Revolution concen-
trates simply on the gains from substituting carbon fossil fuels for human and animal la-
bor. Did that substitution, and the technologies that drove it, necessarily involve compe-
tition organized in such a way as to deliver the immediate monetary benefits primarily to
individuals and to their self-interest? What is the relationship between self-interest and
innovation and competition? These topics should continue to pose historical as well as
contemporary challenges.
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